23. The **workload** was reasonable for a 3-credit graduate level course.

24. My **GIS modeling skills** were improved as a result of this course.

25. My **data management skills** were improved as a result of this course.

26. My understanding of **raster data and modeling functions** (Spatial Analyst extension) was improved as a result of this course.

27. My **oral presentation skills** were improved as a result of this course.

28. My abilities to use **PowerPoint** to communicate modeling results improved as result of this course.

29. The **peer-teaching project** at the beginning of the course helped me improve my GIS software skills.

30. My abilities to organize and work on an **individual project** were improved as a result of this course.

31. My abilities to organize and work on a **team project** were improved as a result of this course.

32. My knowledge of digital GIS **data sources** increased as a result of this course.

33. There should be a required **textbook** for this course.

34. Having **freedom of choice** in selecting modeling topics, methods, and study areas was helpful to me.

35. Getting a chance to use **Spatial Analyst** and **ModelBuilder** was helpful to me.

36. There should be more time devoted to **lectures** in this course.

37. There should be more **assigned readings** in this course.

38. I wish that I could spend more time using **software other than ArcGIS** in this course.

**Other comments:**